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and methylation to XXb.7'36'49 The relative and absolute con
figurations of these compounds have been established.7'36 
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Although chemical and quantitative understanding of 
. the unfolding processes of small globular proteins 

is very incomplete, some important phenomenological 
details having general significance have been established. 
Specifically we may list: (1) as first noted by Brandts,2'3 

these transitions are marked by large heat-capacity 
changes so that the van't Hoff isochores have marked 
curvature and may in some cases show a maximum in 
free energy of unfolding. In such cases unfolding can 
be produced by lowering as well as raising the tempera
ture from the "temperature of maximum stability." 
(2) Some proteins demonstrate simple "two-state" 
behavior4 which means that only two macroscopic 
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f states need be considered, the folded state, hereafter 
> called state A, and the unfolded state, state B.6'8 (3) 
1 Unfolding to the completely unfolded state need not 

occur in a single step. Ribonuclease A7'8 and a-chymo-
3 trypsin9-11 on increasing temperature experience two-
/ state transitions which produce only a partial unfolding, 
i Complete unfolding of chymotrypsin has not been ef-
i fected by raising the temperature although it occurs in 
i 8 M urea.12 (4) The dominant characteristic of two-

state transitions is the high degree of cooperativity but 
' proteins of the same or nearly the same amino acid 
' sequence, such as chymotrypsinogen A (CGN) and 
: a-chymotrypsin (CT),10 can have different numbers of 
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Abstract: Spectral changes at 293 nm have been used to monitor the first thermal-unfolding transition (transition 
I) of the monomethionine sulfoxide and dimethionine sulfoxide derivatives of a-chymotrypsin. From these data 
AF°, AH°, and AS0 have been calculated as a function of pH and temperature. Monomethionine sulfoxide chymo
trypsin and its parent, chymotrypsin, show identical transition I characteristics. On the other hand, dimethio
nine sulfoxide chymotrypsin is thermodynamically less stable than its parent although transition I still exhibits 
all-or-none cooperativity. The thermodynamic results are in complete accord with the predictions of Brandts' 
"force" analysis of protein unfolding and provide strong support for this type of analysis. For example, di
methionine sulfoxide chymotrypsin exhibits a temperature of maximum stability which is a characteristic conse
quence of a change in the number of interactions between water and the nonpolar moieties of the protein which 
occurs on unfolding. Parameters of Brandts' analysis of transition I evaluated with the aid of model compound 
data allow comparisons among a-chymotrypsin, chymotrypsinogen, and dimethionine sulfoxide a-chymotrypsin 
to be made. The cooperative unfolding units of dimethionine sulfoxide a-chymotrypsin and chymotrypsinogen are 
approximately one-half that of a-chymotrypsin. The results are consistent with results obtained by other investi
gators using nuclear magnetic resonance line widths as a measure of segmental flexibility and calorimetric mea
surements of enthalpy changes and heat capacity. It appears that the thermally unfolded states of all the chymo
trypsin proteins thus far studied are very similar, although a significant amount of folded structure is retained in 
this state. Since the cooperative unfolding unit of dimethionine sulfoxide chymotrypsin is only about half that of 
its parent, this protein must be partially unfolded in its best folded state. The change in enzymic efficiency of dime
thionine sulfoxide chymotrypsin may be related to this partial unfolding which apparently must be restored before 
chemical catalysis can take place. 
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cooperating residues, that is, cooperative units of dif
ferent size in unfolding reactions. (5) In the absence 
of cosolvents and aggregation in state B the cooperative 
transitions are the same whether produced by changes in 
pH, solvent salt composition, or temperature. (6) 
When cooperative units for two-state unfolding transi
tions consist of large fractions of the residues of the 
proteins, it is possible to relate in a quantitative fashion 
the enthalpy and entropy changes among different pro
teins of the same family, e.g., the CGN family, to the 
sizes of the cooperative units using the concept of an 
"average nonpolar residue."5'18 Given only informa
tion about the pH and salt dependencies of the transi
tions for related proteins, it is then possible to predict 
the temperature of maximum stability for one protein 
from another even when the reference protein does not 
itself show a temperature of maximum stability in the 
available experimental range. 

These properties are all consistent with the "force" 
analysis of Brandts and can be considered to be pre
dictions of that analysis.3'13'14 As such they provide 
additional experimental support for this analysis and 
particularly for the heat-capacity characteristic which 
Brandts, using data from small solute molecules, was 
able to establish as a general characteristic of the inter
action of nonpolar molecules and groups with liquid 
water. However, the number and variety of experimen
tal tests of Brandts' analysis are still small and there are 
sufficient uncertainties about the validity of the two-
state analysis in some cases, notably CGN,14 to require 
more exhaustive testing of the analysis preferably with 
proteins of quite different quantitative characteristics. 
In the chymotrypsinogen family the proteins which we 
have thus far found to be most useful for additional 
testing particularly by comparison with CT itself are 
the dimethionine sulfoxide derivatives of a-chymo-
trypsin (DMSCT) and CGN.16 In this article we pre
sent the results of studies of the cooperative unfolding 
process of DMSCT which takes the protein from its 
"best-folded" state, state A, to an extensively but still 
incompletely unfolded state, state B. This transition 
which starts from the "best-folded" state will be called 
transition I regardless of the specific protein under dis
cussion.6'6 

Data for the monomethionine sulfoxide derivative 
(MMSCT), produced from a-chymotrypsin by oxidiz
ing methionine-192 with hydrogen peroxide, are also 
presented and will be shown to be consistent with the 
fact that this protein has catalytic parameters for small 
specific substrates which are essentially identical with 
those of a-chymotrypsin itself.16'17 The dimethionine 
sulfoxide derivative is produced by oxidation of the 
remaining methionine, MET-180, and has been shown 
to have significantly different catalytic parameters in 
the hydrolysis of small specific amide substrates.17 In 
a subsequent paper of this series the relation between 
structure and catalytic efficiency will be presented in 
detail. 
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Although this and related papers are confined to 
experimental studies of proteins, it is probable that a 
number of the important generalizations are immediately 
applicable to some of the unfolding transitions of both 
DNA and RNA. Even in those cases in which these 
transitions are not of the simple two-state type, the 
processes will tend to be dominated by large heat-
capacity changes. Although it was demonstrated some 
years ago18,19 that large heat-capacity changes do take 
place in the unfolding processes of nucleic acids, little 
attention has been given to this important matter in the 
interpretation of "melting curves." This omission not 
only limits the usefulness of such curves but may also 
make their use quite misleading. 

Results 

Calculation of Differential Extinction Coefficients. 
The same changes in indole and phenol spectra used 
to monitor the A to B transition, transition I, of CT 
can be used for similar studies of both MMSCT and 
DMSCT. The spectral data for MMSCT and DMSCT 
are presented in terms of a differential extinction coeffi
cient at 293 nm, AE, defined as the difference in extinc
tion between the protein at a given pH and tempera
ture and the protein in state A at that pH and 25°. 
However, this quantity could not be directly obtained 
from the observed spectral changes because, as will be 
shown, the proteins under consideration were never 
found completely in state A at any temperature at the 
pH where experiments were performed. What could 
be obtained were extinction differences between the 
protein at a given pH and temperature and the protein 
in state A at another pH and temperature which served 
as a reference condition. pH 4.0, 25° was selected 
as our reference condition since the proteins studied 
were found to exist completely in state A at this condi
tion. Thus 

A£(obsd) = AE + 5E (1) 

where 5E is the extinction difference between the state 
A protein at the experimental pH and pH 4.0. 8E 
was estimated to be equal to —0.15 at pH 2.0 and pH 
2.5, and equal to -0 .10 at pH 3.0 for CT. SE for 
MMSCT and DMSCT was assumed to be the same 
as that for CT, and AE, as defined, was calculated from 
eq 1. 

Monomethionine Sulfoxide a-Chymotrypsin 
(MMSCT). For MMSCT the differential extinction 
coefficient at 293 nm, AE, is shown as a function of 
temperature at pH 2.0 in Figure 1. The temperature 
dependence of the differential extinction coefficients of 
the pure A and pure B states, AEA and AEB, is also 
shown in this figure. The line labeled A£B in Figure 1 
was obtained by linear extrapolation of the high-tem
perature data. As in the case of CT solutions, MMSCT 
at pH 2.0 always contains some fraction of the protein 
in state B regardless of temperature. This fact was 
confirmed by studies of the solubility in high-salt buffer 
solution. The line labeled AEA in Figure 1 was ob
tained from spectral data at pH 4.0 where the protein 
was entirely in state A over the indicated temperature 
range. 

(18) L. G. Bunville, E. P. Geidushek, M. A. Rawitscher, and J. M. 
Sturtevant, Biopolymers, 3, 213 (1965). 

(19) P. L. Privalov, "Water in Biological Systems," L. P. Kayushin, 
Ed., Consultants Bureau, New York, N. Y., 1969, pp 38-41. 
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25 30 
TEMPERATURE °C 

Figure 1. The differential extinction coefficient at 293 nm, AE293, of 
monomethionine sulfoxide chymotrypsin as a function of tempera
ture at pH 2.0. The differential extinction coefficient is defined as 
the difference in extinction between the protein at a given pH and 
temperature and the protein in state A at that pH, 25 °. 

20 30 
TEMPERATURE 0C 

Figure 3. AiJ293 of dimethionine sulfoxide chymotrypsin as a func
tion of temperature at several pH values. The pH for each curve is 
indicated in the figure. The reference condition has been chosen as 
pH4.0,25°. 
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Figure 2. LnXw. 1/Tfor transition I of monomethionine sulfoxide 
chymotrypsin at pH 2.0. 

which the fraction of the protein in state B, determined 
by loss of solubility in the high-salt buffer, is presented 
as a function of pH. It can be seen that although both 
proteins are partially in state B at pH 2 even at 14°, 
a larger fraction of DMSCT is in this state. 

Table II. Fraction Unfolded as a Function of pH at 14° for 
a-Chymotrypsin and Dimethionine Sulfoxide Chymotrypsin 

PH 

3.50 
3.00 
2.50 
2.00 
1.50 

a-Chymotrypsin 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.05 
0.13 

Dimethionine sulfoxide 
chymotrypsin 

0.00 
0.08 
0.16 
0.69 
0.84 

Figure 1 was very nearly identical with the cor
responding figure obtained with CT. Hence the van't 
Hoff plot (Figure 2) obtained on the assumption of a 
two-state mechanism was also essentially identical and 
transition I for MMSCT can be assumed to be a two-
state transition. The apparent standard enthalpy 
change for the process at several temperatures is com
pared with the corresponding data for CT in Table I. 

Table I. Standard Enthalpy Change for Transition I of 
Monomethionine Sulfoxide Chymotrypsin and a-Chymotrypsin 

Temp, 0C 

14.0 
28.4 
32.0 

Monomethionine 
sulfoxide 

chymotrypsin, 
kcal/mol 

7 
63 
86 

a-Chymotrypsin, 
kcal/mol 

11 
67 
84 

The enthalpy changes are identical within the small er
rors of the experimental method and form the basis for 
the conclusions that transition I is identical for the two 
proteins and that both the states A and B in both pro
tein species are essentially identical. 

Dimethionine Sulfoxide a-Chymotrypsin (DMSCT). 
Initial experiments at acid pH values demonstrated 
that DMSCT was less stable than a-chymotrypsin. 
This thermodynamic difference is shown in Table II in 

The AE data for DMSCT are shown in Figure 3. 
The temperature independence of AEA indicated by the 
straight line for this quantity in the figure was confirmed 
by temperature studies at pH 4 under conditions such 
that the protein was completely in state A. This re
sult is in agreement with similar results obtained with 
CT. The temperature dependence of A£B was mea
sured at pH 2.0 and 2.5 but could not be determined 
with high precision at pH 3 because of the rapid ag
gregation of the protein which occurs in state B above 
50°. It was assumed that the straight line obtained at 
lower pH values could be extrapolated to higher tem
peratures. It will be noticed that DMSCT is partially 
in state B even at lowest temperatures at all the pH 
values studied. An inversion in the sign of the temper
ature derivative of AE is observed at about 10° at pH 
2.0 and estimated to be at about 12° at pH 3.0. This 
observation is consistent with a change in sign in AH° 
at these temperatures which is confirmed by the fact 
that the high salt solubility of DMSCT is maximal at 
about 10° at pH 2.0. 

The data of Figure 3 are shown on van't HofT plots 
in Figure 4. By comparison of the slopes of these 
plots at the same temperature but at different pH values 
it is found that the standard enthalpy of the transition 
at a fixed temperature is independent of pH. As a 
consequence all data obtained at fixed values and con
stant solvent salt composition can be readily adjusted to 
any single pH value in the experimental range as pre-
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Figure 4. Ln K vs. 1/T for transition I of dimethionine sulfoxide 
chymotrypsin at pH 2.04, 2.50, and 3.00. 

viously discussed.10 Figure 5 is an example of the ap
plication of this adjustment. The pH is 3.0 and the 
salt concentration is 0.01 M chloride ion, there being no 
added buffer. Brandts' equation, eq 2,3 '13 has been 
fitted to these data using a modified form5 given as eq 3. 

AF° = p(NAhb° - TNAsc° + 

AT + BT2 + CT*) (2) 

AF0 = a + /37 + 7(T2 + 5J3) (3) 

In eq 3 S is the ratio of the coefficient C to B of eq 2 
and the least-squares fitting parameters are 

a = pNAhb° 

& = p(-NAsc° + A) 

7 = pB 

N is the total number of residues in the protein. The 
polynomial, AT + BT2 + CT1, represents the maximal 
free-energy contribution due to the transfer of the non-
polar side chains from the interior of a protein to an 
exposed position on the "unfolded" polypeptide. The 
polynomial is an empirical choice based on considera
tion of the transfer of nonpolar side chains of amino 
acids from polar organic solvents, e.g., ethanol, to 
water, and the amino acid composition of the protein. 
The quantity p is assumed proportional to the fraction 
of total residues which experience change in state in 
the unfolding process and as a result make contribu
tions to the free energy of unfolding, AF0. The tem
perature-independent enthalpy contribution per mole 
of residues due to factors of stability other than trans
fer of nonpolar side chains from interior positions to 
surface positions on the "unfolded" polypeptide is 
Ahh° and the corresponding entropy change is A.sc

0. 
Comparisons among proteins of the same family 

can be made without additional assumptions since N, 
A, B, and C are nearly constant within a given family. 
In the present instance CT and DMSCT have four fewer 
residues than CGN out of a total of 245. Undoubtedly 
the extra residues of CGN introduce quantitative dif
ferences between that protein and those members of the 
family in which the main chain has been cleaved but 
we shall see that these differences do not appear to have. 
much quantitative significance. Bearing in mind the 
limitations of the approach we may proceed to compare 
proteins within a given family by estimating A, B, and C 
from the component amino acid residues following the 
method of Brandts.313 These quantities have been 

O IO 20 30 40 50 
TEMPERATURE ("C) 

Figure 5. AF° vs. T for transition I of dimethionine sulfoxide 
chymotrypsin. The data of Figure 3 have been adjusted to pH 3.0, 
0.01 M Cl- (see text for details). The solid line represents the "best 
fit" of eq 1 to the data with parameters given in Table HI. 

calculated previously for CGN and are given in the 
heading of Table III. The fitting parameters are con-

Table III. Thermodynamic Parameters for Transition I at 
pH 3.00, 0.01 M C l - ° 

Protein 

Chymotrypsinogen6 

a-Chymotrypsin' 
Dimethionine sulf

oxide chymo
trypsin 

AAh0, 
P cal/mol 

0.63 800 
1.01 ± 0.02 780 ± 10 
0.59 ± 0.04 790 ± 20 

A.?c ° , 

cal/mol deg 

5.1 
5.1 ± 0.2 
5.2 ± 0.4 

" These parameters have been calculated using values of — 2270.2, 
18.122, and -0.02792 for A, B and C, respectively. From ref 10. 
6 From ref 4. ' From ref 6. 

verted to the quantities p, Ahb° and Asc° of which, ac
cording to Brandts, only p should vary in a significant 
way with the size of the cooperative unit so long as that 
unit contains a large fraction of the total residues. It 
is seen in Table III that this is in fact the situation when 
DMSCT and CGN are compared with CT. Insofar 
as the constancy of Ahh° and As0

0 is not artifactual 
we may conclude that p is indeed a measure of the rela
tive size of the cooperative unit of transition I of a given 
protein. 

Similarities of the B States of the Proteins. On the 
basis of the assumption that the parameter p is a mea
sure of the relative size of the cooperative unit in transi
tion I, an assumption shown to be supported by our 
data, it may be possible in favorable cases to draw con
clusions about the A and B states of proteins which 
can be tested by other types of experiments. The dif
ferent values of p found for CGN, CT, and DMSCT 
indicate that they must have different A states, different 
B states, or both. Sedimentation data,12 fluorescence 
parameters,20 optical rotatory dispersion,621 and cir
cular dichroism22 comparisons suggest that the A states 
are different.23 The nmr spectra which reflect the 

(20) Y. D. Kim, Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1968. 
(21) R. Biltonen, R. Lumry, V. Madison, and H. Parker, Proc. Nat. 

Acad. ScU U. S., 54,1018 (1965). 
(22) H. Parker, R. Lumry, and M. Lund, submitted for publication. 
(23) Proton-exchange studies give ambiguous results. Those of 

Blout, deLoze, and Asadourian24 suggest differences among the A states 
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Table IV. Optical Rotatory Dispersion Parameters" 

Protein 

Chymotrypsinogen 
a-Chymotrypsin 
Dimethionine sulfoxide 

chymotrypsin 

Co 

-557 
-404 
-478 

in States A and B6 

bo (am) 

-178 -3500 
-175 -3600 
-192 -3500 

« 0 

-587 
-589 
-599 

bo 

-185 
-190 
-179 

(«233) 

-3700 
-3600 
-3500 

« Moffit-Yang parameters calculated with X0 = 202 nm. 
state at pH 2.0, 60°. 

1 State A is defined as the major state at pH 7.0, 25° and state B as the major 

amount and composition of the slower moving, tightly 
folded material and the loosely held polypeptide under
going rapid segmental motion show distinct differences 
in the A states of CT, DMSCT, and CGN.27-28 On 
the other hand there are several types of study which 
suggest that the B states are all very similar despite the 
fact that CGN has an intact polypeptide chain. The 
ORD comparisons are given in Table IV and Figure 6. 

la) 

-1,000 

200 220 240 260 280 JOO 

\ (rryi) 

Figure 6. Optical rotatory dispersion patterns for chymotrypsino
gen (O-O), chymotrypsin (C-D), and dimethionine sulfoxide chymo
trypsin (A-A) in state B (pH 2.0, 60 °). 

Although the patterns for all the A states and B states 
appear to have identical contributions from residues in 
a-helical conformation, there are distinct differences 
in the A-state patterns due to varying contributions 
from additional Cotton effects at about 202 and 228 
nm.6'21 No such differences are observed in state B. 
The retention of an a-helical ORD pattern correspond
ing to about 15% of the residues in state B is evidence 
that the proteins retain some of their state-A structure 
in state B. 

These proteins show typical random-coil ORD pat
terns in 8 M urea.12 Additional evidence that the states 
B are very similar is provided by the calorimetric heat-
capacity studies of Biltonen, et a/.,11 in which it is 
found that the constant-pressure heat capacities in 
state B of the three proteins are identical within the 
errors of the experiment. Thus, although considerable 
additional conformational freedom might have been 

but the more detailed studies of Rosenberg" show the A states of CT 
and CGN to be very similar, a conclusion also supported by the finding 
of Willumsen.26 

(24) E. Blout, C. deLoze, and A. Asadourian, / . Amer. Chem. Soc, 
83, 1895 (1961). 

(25) A. Rosenberg, submitted for publication. 
(26) L. Willumsen, C. R. Trav. Lab. Carlsberg, 36, 327 (1968). 
(27) D. P. Hollis, G. McDonald, and R. L. Biltonen, Proc. Nat. 

Acad. Sci. U. S., 58, 758 (1967). 
(28) R. Biltonen, G. McDonald, and D. P. Hollis, unpublished ob

servations. 

expected for CT and DMSCT in state B than for CGN 
in state B, most available evidence suggests that the 
differences are not large. If this is the case, the dif
ference in p values must be due in largest part to differ
ences in the A states such that DMSCT and CGN are 
less folded than CT in their A states. 

Discussion 

The reliability of the estimates of the thermodynamic 
changes in transition I which we have given depends 
only on the validity of the two-state approximation. 
For CT, the validity of this approximation has been 
established by the three tests: coincidence of the ther
modynamic changes estimated by several different 
observables (test I);4 monotonic temperature depen
dence of the apparent standard enthalpy change (test 
II);4 and agreement between the apparent standard 
enthalpy change calculated by the van't Hoff method on 
assumption of a two-state equilibrium with that ob
tained calorimetrically (test III).4 For MMSCT test 
II supports the application of the two-state approxima
tion but the precise agreement between the transition I 
behavior of this protein and that of CT provides ad
ditional verification. DMSCT also satisfies test II. 
Test III has been applied to DMSCT at two tempera
tures by several workers.11 The calorimetric results 
are in reasonable agreement with the van't Hoff esti
mates at 25° providing additional support for the two-
state approximation. At 40° considerable experimen
tal variability in the calorimetric results exists, apparently 
as a consequence of aggregation of the protein at this 
temperature. The constancy of the Ahh and Asc 

values (Table III) for the three proteins also provides 
support for the application of the two-state approxima
tion to CGN and DMSCT since there is little question 
about the validity of this approximation for CT. Fur
thermore Brandts29 finds good agreement between his 
van't Hoff and his calorimetric enthalpies for CGN as 
do Biltonen, Schwartz, and Wadso.11 

The data of Figure 5 show that Brandts' expression 
for the standard free energy of unfolding (eq 2 or 3) 
provides a good fit for the DMSCT transition I data 
adjusted to pH 3.0 and 0.01 M Cl - . It is also obvious 
from this figure that the standard heat-capacity change 
for this process is positive and so large that the tempera
ture dependence of the free energy changes sign in the 
experimental temperature region. The temperature of 
maximum stability of DMSCT at pH 3.0 and 0.01 M 
chloride ion is 12°. This is also the temperature of 
maximum stability predicted at these conditions from 
chymotrypsinogen data and observed for CT.10 Al
though the maximum stability of the A state relative to 
the B state increases with increasing pH in the acid to 

(29) W. M. Jackson and J. F. Brandts, Biochemistry, 9, 2294 (1970). 
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neutral range, little variation in the temperature of 
maximum stability is to be expected on the basis of the 
Brandts analysis. Indeed if Ahh° and Asc° are con
stant for a series of proteins of the same family or more 
specifically for a series of proteins of very nearly iden
tical amino acid sequence the temperature of maxi
mum stability (at constant pH and salt concentration) 
should be a constant regardless of the size of the cooper
ative unit. This prediction is consistent with state
ments made above about the validity of the "average-
residue" approximation since the constancy of Ahh and 
As0 is a consequence of this approximation. It is not 
necessary that these quantities be correctly estimated by 
the analysis since constancy requires only that the aver
age residue be essentially identical for the proteins in 
such a group. We have presented elsewhere3 some of 
our reasons for believing that these quantities and p 
itself have only relative significance as they appear in 
eq 2 and more recently Shiao has presented evidence 
that the choice of the temperature dependence made in 
writing these equations may not be correct.15 This 
choice was an arbitrary one in the first place and was 
based only on the observation that it provided a rea
sonable fit to the data for the transfer of amino acids 
from polar organic solvents to water. This quantity 
is the only one of the three fitting parameters which is 
determined independently. It is directly related to the 
heat-capacity change as shown in eq 4 derived from eq 2 

Cp0 = p(2BT + 6C72) (4) 

Cp0 = -y(2T + 35r2) (4') 

and thus only to the change in number of nonpolar 
residue side chains exposed to water in the unfolding 
process. As a result the p parameter is directly related 
to the number of average nonpolar residues in the co
operative unit. However, even as p appears in these 
equations its quantitative significance is uncertain.5 It 
will be an incorrect estimate of the total number of 
residues in the cooperative unit if the fraction of non-
polar residues in the cooperative unit is not equal to 
the fraction of nonpolar residues in the total protein 
or if the heat-capacity change per nonpolar residue has 
not been correctly estimated by the use of model-com
pound data. We already know that there is a strong 
tendency for polar residues to be at the outside of the 
proteins and nonpolar residues to be inside. In small 
globular proteins charged residues with few exceptions 
are thus far found at protein-water interfaces. Hence 
we do not expect the first of these conditions to be met 
in which case p may very well overestimate the frac
tion of total protein forming the cooperative unit. 
Despite these considerations the consistent application 
of Brandts' analysis should give p values which have 
relative significance in which case comparison of the p 
values for CT and DMSCT shows that the cooperative 
unit for transition I of DMST is about three-fifths 
of that of CT. Since the p parameters (Table III) of 
CGN and DMSCT are smaller than that of chymotryp-
sin, these two proteins should be partially unfolded 
in state A. These predictions are based on the assump
tion that state B conformations of the three proteins 
are thermodynamically very similar, an assumption 
consistent with calorimetrically determined heat ca

pacities of the three proteins in state B. Nmr studies 
of CGN and DMSCT28 show increased segmental 
flexibility of these two proteins in state A compared to 
CT. The amount of unfolding of DMSCT in state 
A compared to the extent of unfolding which occurs 
during the transition I of CT has been estimated to be 
approximately 40%, a figure in remarkably good agree
ment with that based on the results of this thermo
dynamic analysis. It is interesting to note that the 
nmr method demonstrates that the unfolded parts of 
CGN and DMSCT in state A contain few, if any, 
common residues.28 This is especially remarkable 
considering the constancy of Ahh and As0 and suggests 
that these Ahh and As0 values may also prove to be 
characteristic of some proteins not members of the 
chymotrypsinogen A family. 

It is reasonable to attempt to associate the altered 
catalytic parameters of DMSCT with the large unfolded 
part found in state A of this protein. Nmr studies28 

suggest this unfolded part included His 57 which 
functions as a base catalyst in the formation and 
hydrolysis of the acyl-enzyme intermediate in chymo-
tryptic catalysis.30 It thus seems necessary to assume 
that specific ester substrates are able to cause at least 
partial refolding in state A since DMSCT is a good 
catalyst for these substrates. This problem has been 
studied using both the nmr method28 and the thermo
dynamic and circular dichroism changes in transition I15 

and it is found that refolding does indeed occur. These 
studies will be described in subsequent publications. 

In conclusion we note that despite the limited number 
of applications of the Brandts analysis which have 
been reported, there is a remarkable degree of con
sistency between the quantitative predictions of this 
analysis and the experimental observations even though 
eq 2 is probably not the best description of the temper
ature dependence of the free energy of unfolding. 
Studies of other members of the CGN family to be 
published explore the use of different temperature 
dependencies and demonstrate that internal consistency 
is retained for all the proteins of this family which have 
been investigated. Thus although the terms "un
folded" and "folded" have as yet only partial chemical 
meaning, being primarily defined by the values of 
experimental quantities, the success of the approach is 
sufficient to justify more extensive application to other 
families of proteins. The phenomenological and semi-
phenomenological parameters resulting from such 
studies now provide a means for making quantitative 
comparisons among proteins, and, as data accumulate 
and new independent variables are employed to provide 
additional detail in the analysis, reliable and moderately 
detailed descriptions of folded states and processes 
involving changes in these states will develop. This 
type of approach appears to be the only reliable one 
available and it should provide the quantitative frame
work on which to base the interpretation of results 
obtained using physical methods of all types which will 
be necessary to provide chemical descriptions. It 
has already been found that proton-exchange processes 
of the chymotrypsinogen-A family which depend on 
transition I are quantitatively consistent with the 
thermodynamic quantities obtained in our studies.25 

The results of studies of the kinetics of transition I 

(30) M. Bender and F. Kezdy, Annu. Rev. Biochem,, 34, 49 (1965). 
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carried out by Pohl31'32 have also been shown to be 
consistent with the analysis of Brandts.6 

Experimental Section 
CT (3 X crystallized and lyophilized) obtained from Worthington 

Biochemical Corporation, Freehold N. J., was used without further 
purification in the preparation of the derivatives. All other chem
icals were of reagent grade. 

MMSCT was prepared by oxidation of CT with H2O2 in aqueous 
solution at pH 3.0 and 4°. Enzymic activity of this derivative was 
virtually identical with that of its precursor CT. Chromatography 
according to the method of Hirs33 indicated it to be homogeneous 
and the preparation was used without further purification. Chem
ical analysis of the preparation by Dr. H. Schachter showed only 
one methionine residue oxidized to sulfoxide and from previous 
work16 this methionine had been identified as residue 180. We are 
indebted to Dr. Schachter for this analysis. 

DMSCT was prepared by oxidation of CT with H2O2 in 8 M 
urea, pH 3.0, 4° according to the method of Schachter, et a/.16 

After dialysis and lyophilization the disulfoxide preparation showed 
approximately 40% activity toward iv"-acetyl-L-tyrosine ethyl ester, 
relative to the activity of CT. Chemical analysis of the product by 

(31) F. Pohl, Eur. J. Biochem., 4, 373 (1968). 
(32) F. Pohl, ibid., 7, 146 (1968). 
(33) C. H. W. Hirs, /. Amer. Chem. Soc, 77, 5743 (1955). 

A comprehensive interpretation has not yet been pro
vided to account for the dramatic halogen ca

talysis for carbon dioxide hydration and dehydration 
demonstrated in 1940.2 We report here evidence which 
is consistent with a mechanism for bicarbonate dehy
dration in which hypobromous acid acts as a bromi-
nating agent in a concerted decarboxylation-bromination 
process. These results as well as those obtained in the 
study of the influence of an apolar solvent on nonen-
zymic bicarbonate decarboxylation are applied in con
siderations of the carbonic anhydrase mechanism. 

(1) Supported by grants from the National Institutes of Health 
(GM-11820) and the National Science Foundation (GB-6802). Address 
reprint requests to the Department of Biochemistry, University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514. 

(2) M. Kiese and A. B. Hastings, J. Biol. Chem., 132, 267 (1940). 

Dr. Harry Schachter demonstrated that 2.0 methionine were oxi
dized per molecule. Chromatography indicated the product to be 
better than 90% homogeneous. Examination of the thermal 
unfolding characteristics gave no indication that the small amount 
of heterogeneity, probably due to irreversibly denatured and ag
gregated protein, interfered with the thermodynamic measurements. 
Hence the preparation was used without further purification. Un
less the impurity contributes significantly to the experimental ob
servable as a result of an unfolding transition of its own which 
overlaps the one under study, it has no effect on the van't HofT plot. 
In addition, so long as the process under study is first order in both 
forward and backward directions, as proved to be the case in this 
work, uncertainties in the concentration do not lead to uncertain
ties in the estimates of the entropy and free-energy changes. 

The method for determining solubility in high salt buffer used to 
establish the fraction of protein in state B was a modified form of the 
procedure described by Eisenberg and Schwert34 in which the 
high salt buffer was maintained at pH 3.6 rather than 3.0. This 
change was necessary for DMSCT because at pH 3.0 there is a 
significant fraction of state B protein at all temperatures. 

Procedures for preparation of the protein solutions, for the 
difference spectrum measurements, and for establishing the reversi
bility of the reaction have been described previously.9'10 

(34) M. A. Eisenberg and G. W. Schwert, J. Gen. Physiol, 34, 583 
(1951). 

Experimental Section 
Materials. Oxygen-18 enriched K2CO3 was made by heating an 

ampoule containing an H2
18O solution of an equimolar mixture of 

K2CO3 and KHCO3 for 20 min at 100°. The material was taken to 
dryness at 80° under vacuum after the KHCO3 had been neutral
ized with base. Bromine solutions were made up fresh daily and 
concentrations were determined from a molar extinction coefficient 
at 400 mix of 139 cm- \ Dioxane was distilled from sodium. Glass-
distilled water was used throughout. 

Methods. Rates were determined from the isotopic depletion 
which is associated with the reversible dehydration-hydration of 
oxygen-18 enriched bicarbonate in unenriched water. Carbon 
dioxide gas was released from aliquots of the reaction mixture by 
injecting the sample through a serum stopper into an evacuated tube 
containing concentrated sulfuric acid. This tube was cooled in a 
Dry Ice bath until the gas could be transferred to a vessel for intro
duction into a mass spectrometer (Consolidated Electrodynamics 
Model 21-614). The per cent oxygen-18 in carbon dioxide was 

Bromine Catalysis for Carbon Dioxide Hydration and 
Dehydration and Some Observations Concerning the 
Mechanism of Carbonic Anhydrase1 
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Abstract: The dramatic bromine catalysis of carbon dioxide hydration and dehydration first observed in 1940 
has been found to be caused by hypobromous acid. The mechanism for bicarbonate dehydration by HOBr ap
parently involves a concerted bromination-dehydration reaction and the second-order rate constant for HOBr 
catalysis is 46 M~l sec - 1 at 25°; an upper limit equal to 51 A/ - 1 sec - 1 has been set for catalysis of bicarbonate de
hydration by elemental bromine. The second-order rate constant for hydronium ion catalyzed dehydration of 
bicarbonate in 71.5% (v/v) dioxane is increased to 2.5 X 106 M~l sec - 1 at 25°. It is concluded that the apolar 
character of the active site of carbonic anhydrase contributes relatively little to the catalytic efficacy of the enzyme 
but probably contributes to the specific facilitation of the dehydration process as compared with the hydration re
action. A mechanism for the carbonic anhydrase reaction has been proposed in which the metal ion associated 
with the enzyme acts as a general acid catalyst for bicarbonate dehydration. 
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